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TALENT WEB DOSSIER

Talent Web Dossier is the human
resources software that is
perfectly suited to the needs of
SMEs and all companies that
want to manage their
employees' data in an optimal
manner. Talent Web Dossier
meets these needs through the
creation of personal dossiers for
each employee that contain all
personal, professional, salary,
contractual and training
information in a single file.

In addition, thanks to the possibility of integration with
attendance management and payroll processing
solutions, Talent Web Dossier can receive data from these
applications in real time and process them with comparative
analyses, thus further increasing the amount of information
available.
Talent Web Dossier helps to significantly simplify activities
related to employee classification and personnel document
filing, optimizing the human resources management activity,
reducing the time needed to organize data and the related costs.
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MAIN FUNCTIONS
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